
BRAUN UVL MANUAL
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS
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Should your lift lose power, the lift can be operated manually. Please review the
scenarios below to identify the appropriate instructions. Match the visuals to the
written steps with the corresponding letter references. 

SCENARIOS

              The lift is stowed and needs to be brought outward.

                   The lift is deployed up/inside the vehicle and needs to be brought down.

             The lift is deployed on the ground and needs to be brought up.

            The lift is deployed at stow level and needs to be stowed under the vehicle.

VISUALS

1) Out:

2) Down: 

3) Up:  

4) In:  
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BRAUN UVL MANUAL OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The lift is stowed and needs to be brought outward.

1. Turn T-Handle to unlock (Fig. A).
2. Pull T-Handle.
3. Turn T-Handle to lock platform in released position.
4. Pull platform out.
5. Turn T-Handle.
6. Push T-Handle in.
7. Turn T-Handle to lock.
8. Grasp outer barrier and attempt to move platform in and out until the 
platform locks (feel release mechanism engage).

SCENARIO 1: OUT

The lift is deployed up/inside the vehicle and needs to be brought down.

To Lower Platform:
1. Using hand pump handle, open hand pump valve- turn counter-clockwise 
 (Fig. B). Open 1/2 turn only. In order to stop the lowering of the platform, twist
clockwise.

To Unfold Outer Barrier:
1. Remove hairpin cotter from detent pin (Fig. D).
2. Remove detent pin.
3. Unfold (rotate) barrier down.

SCENARIO 2: DOWN
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The lift is deployed at stow level and needs to be stowed under the vehicle.

1. Raise or lower platform to stow level (follow UP or DOWN procedures). Outer
barrier must be folded up ahead of stowing (see UP, "Fold Outer Barrier").
2. Turn T-Handle to unlock.
3. Pull T-Handle (Fig. A). 
4. Turn T-Handle to lock platform in released position.
5. Push platform in.
6. Turn T-Handle.
7. Push T-Handle in.
8. Turn T-Handle to lock.
9. Grasp outer barrier and attempt to move platform in and out until the platform
locks (feel release mechanism engage).

Note:  Close hand pump valve before operating electric pump.

The lift is deployed on the ground and needs to be brought up.

To Fold Outer Barrier:
1. Fold (rotate) barrier up.
2. Insert detent pin (Fig. D).
3. Insert hairpin cotter in detent pin.

To Raise Platform:
1. Using hand pump handle, close hand pump valve- turn clockwise (Fig. B).
2. Insert handle in pump and stroke (Fig. C).
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SCENARIO 3: UP

SCENARIO 4: IN
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